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A representative group of aliens belonging to the 

Symbiotic Pigs species is obliged to travel to Earth after the 

destruction of their birth planet: Piggy. Following an ancient legend, they arrive to the town 

where John Trabuco lives. He, according to a “known” legend, is the reincarnation of their old 

messiah.

The local MayoThe local Mayoress witnesses, disconcertingly, the arrival of these beings, of which shés been 

informed by her enamoured assistant, better known as The Delusional. But this love is not 

reciprocated since shés only got eyes for the biggest star the world of the street party orchestra 

has ever produced: Georgio Dunn (with whom she shared more than words a long time ago...).

As well as the arrival of the symbiotic pigs, Empress Quasi-Tattoo reappears from the shadows, 

hidden up to this point in the Underworld. There, she kept herself free from the clutches of 

Justice, which accused her of trying to conquer the Earth on two occasion..

Thus the villagers prepare to fight the invasion as the pigs arrive with their 

plans to conque Earth and perpetate their species.

In this context an original fantastic action musical comedy develops, which 

relates the course of two such “peculiar” species, letting us know that deep 

inside humans and pigs -symbiotic ones, naturally-  aren’t so different.



Treated in the past as the idiot of the block, 

all that changed when he won a post in City Hall by 

public competition. There he fell in love with the 

Mayoress, and became her most faithful assistant. 

But his love isn’t reciprocated.

Cooler than ice. Hés constantly winding the townspeople up. 

Considered by the Symbiotic Pigs as their coolest Messiah, he 

wońt be long driving them crazy … but as long as therés beer,  

he will be mellow.



Always divine and hot as hell. Inside her, intense passions 

are boiling: hatred towards her husband, sexual desire for 

Superpig and total contempt for humankind, whom she 

doesńt understand as they can still find problems even 

when they want to get their legs over.

Poor man …, well, pig. Hés a staunch believer in his specieś old 

legend. But his spineless, and it must be said, very boring 

personality, means hés constantly rejected by his consort, the 

queen (and more people...).



After forsaking her son, her regret has accentuated her

already “expressive” personality, provoking in her, uncon- 

trolled physical gestures, raucuous tics and the birth of the 

“Foot Dance”. Shéll never hesitate in protecting her people, 

whatever may occur. When she was younger she felt 

in love with Georgo Dunn, which changed her life.

Heartless and glamorous (at least that́s what she strives for), 

shés tried, albeit in vain, to conquer the world on a couple of 

occasions (once selling radioactive melons and another time 

selling quasi-tattoos containing subliminal messages). 

Nobody knows for sure what she actually is. Hidden, now 

she waits for her chance to reappear.



Chief of the Symbiotic Pigs Army (well, the remaining two at 

least, the Elite Command) signifies the revival of the hero, the 

force … The fact that he - such a sexual machine - is the 

queeńs lover doesńt mean he is not available to share his 

inner love with other volunteers.

He appeared from nowhere in the Far Away Lands 

and was adopted by a local couple. His life passed quietly 

until one day he listened to a Georgo Dunn tape (an old 

glory of the street parties orchestras). Since then 

nothing was ever the same.



The two symbiotic pigs that constitute this command are 

always next to their boss: Superpig and they try to do 

the best that they can what he orders to them, but at the 

end they always get in trouble...

A long time ago he was known as one of the most brilliant stars of the street party world 

and nowadays he is ready to reappear at any moment. During his crazy years doing tours 

around Spain, he had an affair with the girl that later will become The Mayoress.

As he himself would say: “thanks to the knowledge  I acquired at 

the Asian Scorpion Order and thanks to my hard training

 following the Caucasus Flea during the mating period, 

Ím totally qualified to lead the bolt horse. Gne, gne, gne...”




















